
Coffee-Tech Engineering is proud to present the 
Six-Grinder.

Whether you are a coffee roaster, coffee trainer or coffee bar 
owner, this is the perfect innovation to add to your business. 
As with all our machines and technologies, the Six-Grinder 
was designed and built in order to meet our own demands and 
requirements. In our daily lab work, we roast and cup quite 
often, studying our roasting technology methods. The Six-
Grinder helps you easily brew coffee in a quick, professional 
manner.

The Six-Grinder uses a battery and an electrical power flex, 
and contains six separate grind-on-demand conical grinders. 
We’ve equipped the Six-Grinder with superior slow rotating 
conical blades in order to ensure you achieve the best possible 
results when grinding your coffee. Conical blades ensure that 
all the volatile aromas, oils and sugars remain in the ground 
coffee and are present in the cup and not lodged between the 
blades of the grinder.
The critical elements in grinding coffee are: keeping the 
grinding temperature as low as possible, precision in 
regulating the thickness and producing an evenly sized grind. 
The most important thing about grinding is the shape of the 
particles — examining them under a microscope reveals that 
different grinding methods create entirely different shapes. 
The perfect grind will achieve particles that are as round in 
shape as possible, and the coffee must be cut with minimal 
stress during the grinding process. Doing so leaves the 
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capillary structure open and free allowing the infusion of 
water to reach the oils and aromas concealed inside. This 
factor is especially important for grinding coffee for espresso.

The Six-Grinder can be installed in several different 
environments and for various uses:

Cupping

Coffee cupping involves assessing several coffee samples 
at a time. A well-known problem is the long and tedious 
process of grinding the coffee to cup, purging the grinder of 
coffee residues and filling the grinder with the next coffee to 
cup. Anyone who has managed a cupping session knows 
how strenuous the process can be, even when two or three 
separate grinders are used. Now, with the Six-Grinder you 
can cup up to six different samples of coffee simultaneously, 
making it more accessible than ever before. 

Six-Grinder
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Coffee Labs / Roasters 

Coffee roasters always have green coffee lying around waiting 
to be sampled, and there are often several samples of the 
same type from different suppliers. Immediacy is a major 
issue when comparing the quality in cupping. Only if you have 
the coffee waiting in a ready and calibrated grinder can you 
go ahead and cup one after another without wasting time. 
Similarly, time is of the essence when meeting with new 
prospective customers at your roastery who are looking for the 
“winning” taste. Preparing your winning blends in calibrated 
grinders ahead of time will save you precious seconds and 
can certainly affect the outcome of the meeting.

Espresso Bar / Café / Coffee Shop

Coffee roasters always have green coffee lying around waiting 
to be sampled, and there are often several samples of the 
same type from different suppliers. Immediacy is a major 
issue when comparing the quality in cupping. Only if you have 
the coffee waiting in a ready and calibrated grinder can you 
go ahead and cup one after another without wasting time. 
Similarly, time is of the essence when meeting with new 
prospective customers at your roastery who are looking for the 
“winning” taste. Preparing your winning blends in calibrated 
grinders ahead of time will save you precious seconds and 
can certainly affect the outcome of the meeting.
                                                             

Technical Specifications

/Control panel

/Control panel

/Frequency/Phases: 
50\60 Hertz , Single Phase

/Hopper capacity: 
150 gr./500gr.

/Grinding Disc Diameter: 
30 mm

/Dimensions (cm): 
72(w) X 17(d) X 32(h)

/Weight: 
16.5 Kg

/Voltage: 
150 Watts \ 220-240 Volt

/Materials: 
Carbon steel, stainless steel, conical discs

/Color: 
White/ Black


